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Identity theft and identity fraud are both federal offenses; although, identity theft is normally just 

a prelude to identity fraud.  The act of wrongfully obtaining another person’s identifying 

information represents identity theft.  By misusing that information for economic gain involves 

fraud or deception and represents identity fraud. Personally identifiable information may include 

a SSN, a bank or credit card account number, a login ID and password, a telephone calling card 

number, a birthdate, a name, or an address.  Almost any combination of these elements can be 

used by identity fraudsters to profit at a victim’s expense. 

In 2010, more than 10 million consumers were victims if identity fraud. In 2011, it rose to 11.6 

million victims and in 2012; there were 12.6 million victims, which represented 5.25% of U.S. 

adults. In 2012, fraud perpetrators stole nearly $21 billion and it appears that 2013 will report 

another significant increase. In the last three years, two of the most severe fraud types have 

increased dramatically: new-account fraud, and account-takeover fraud.  The new-account fraud 

entails the use of a victim’s personal information to open fraudulent new accounts.  An account-

takeover fraud occurs when the fraudster gains access to empty a victim’s account. 

Several years ago, a vendor at a Computer Dealers Exhibition (COMDEX) was marketing a box 

of computer virus protection.  Inside the authentic-looking box was a zip-lock baggie.  As long 

as the disk was sealed in the baggie, a virus could not transfer. This joke product offered an 

effective, but useless solution. There are reasonable precautions to avoid becoming a victim of 

identity theft and identity fraud.  Note that becoming technology averse is not a viable solution. 

Consumers should monitor notifications or letters related to a breach in personally identifiable 

information. In 2012, nearly 25% of consumers that received notice of a data breach became a 

fraud victim.  The compromise of SSNs is a special concern, as these consumers were 5 times 

more likely to experience identity fraud and 14 times more likely to experience new account 

fraud. 

As a professor, I recently asked my class, “How many of you shop online?” and received a 

nearly unanimous “Yes” vote. In 2012, fraudulent purchases online represented 45% of all fraud 

victims complaints; although, it is the least expensive fraud type for the consumer.  Consumers 

should review statements each month and contact their financial institutions and card providers 

if they notice unexplained charges. 

According to Javelin Strategy and Research, smartphones and tablets in the U.S. represent 

about 150 million targets for fraudsters via malware, software vulnerabilities, phishing attacks, 

and unsecured Wi-Fi connections.  In addition, “Tablet owners are 80% more likely than all 

other consumers to become fraud victims” because tablet users are “younger and less risk 

averse than older consumers”.  If you Google “malware on tablets”, links to Android tablets and 

malware threats abound, but if you Google “malware on iPad”, you would discover that malware 

does not exist on “non-jailbroken” (unmodified) iPhones or iPads. Ok, hurray for Apple’s 

products, but phishing attacks and unsecured Wi-Fi connections remain as issues for any 



connected device.  Phishing attacks may prompt the user to login and update an account via a 

fake look-a-like site or it may take the form of the “Nigerian letter”, which offers to place funds 

into your account (a money laundering proposal) after you provide your financial account 

information. Consider Googling “Nigerian letter” to see other scenarios of this attack method. 

The threat associated with unsecured Wi-Fi connections concerns the ease of monitoring other 

user’s keystrokes and actions. Avoid logging-in or checking email while on an unsecured Wi-Fi 

connection. 

Fraudsters utilize innovative and evolving methods for performing identity theft. Family, friends, 

or visitors may collect information while in the home.  Consider purchasing and using a paper 

shredder.   “Dumpster diving” is still popular as is robbing mailboxes for account information.  

Wallets or purses are choice targets as is “shoulder surfing” a user’s keystrokes at an ATM. At 

restaurants, customers frequently trust their credit card to a stranger that disappears to charge 

their bill. Other methods include perpetrating organizational data breaches that could 

compromise thousands of customer’s account information. Connect to the free www.idsafety.net 

site to learn more about prevention, detection, and resolution of identity fraud. 

Javelin Strategy and Research, https://www.javelinstrategy.com/, graciously provided content to 

support this article.  
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